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ABSTRACT
This research discussed the moral values of the characters in the “Little Mom” movie. The purpose of this research is to identify the types of moral values in the “Little Mom” movie. The research was conducted by applying descriptive qualitative research. The data sources are taken from the entire “Little Mom” movie and the transcript of the “Little Mom” movie which focuses on the use of moral values and types of moral values. The findings of moral value used Linda and Richard Eyre theory this research, in the “Little Mom” movie are; honesty, bravery, peace ability, confidence, self-discipline, pureness, hard work, respect, love and affection, sensitive and unselfishness, friendly, smart, creative, and gratitude. Then, the most dominant type of moral value found in this movie is self-confidence. From this research, the researcher hopes that after reading this research, the reader can understand moral values.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Discourse is a language context that exists in a conversation or communication interaction. Discourse is spoken (spoken) or known as spoken text. Oral discourse is the delivery of discourse through oral or direct media. This type of discourse requires high listening power so that the interaction in its delivery is not interrupted. Oral discourse is also difficult to repeat according to the first utterance. In its delivery, oral discourse is much shorter than written discourse. In addition, the presenter of this discourse must also use appropriate, body movements to clarify the context of what is being conveyed. Written discourse is the delivery of discourse is considered more effective and easier than oral discourse, especially in conveying knowledge and ideas. In its delivery, written discourse is much longer and uses standard language. In addition, this type of discourse also has a complete linguistic element, meaning that does not omit one or two parts. Written discourse allows others to review the contents of the discourse, without any differences in linguistic units (Kompas 2021).

Bringing up another point of view from the story of a young pregnant woman. The Little Mom movie tells the story a teenager named Naura (Natasha Wilona) who is pregnant but seen from a different view. Generally, teenagers who are pregnant out of wedlock will soon be married off and the problem is solved. It is different with the story in the Little Mom movie which tells the story of a mother’s struggle in maintaining her baby without a husband or without being known to many people. Departing from a true story the story in this film is a true story that is often found in Indonesian society. The Little Mom movie is based on portraits of people in real life. Based on the 2018 WHO data, this movie reveals the high number of early marriages in the world. According to expert moral values are the related with human behavior about goodness and badness. It is a kind of doctrine accepted by society regarding the actions, attitudes, obligations, morals, manners, and decency. Understanding certain good and bad things is relative (2018). Movies are one of the media that are in demand by many people as entertainment and relieving fatigue. In the film itself, there are many genres to an appropriate age limit for the audience to enjoy starting from children, teenagers, to adult. One examples of a film for children
is Zootopia, which is an animated film that tells the story of a rabbit's dream to become a police officer. However, behind the packaging of the film that is interesting for children to watch, there is a derogatory utterance contained in the film. Aida, Roby Nur (2021). Most of the movie adapted from real story in the world and the other adapted from books or novel. Most of people use film or movie to entertain, criticize, advertisement, believing to God, science, etc. In the developing era, moral degradation happened because of the influences of bad culture like drink alcohol, act criminal, marriage by accident, kill their self, abortion and so on. Films with motivational themes are the best of all to be seen and be investigated by the writer. One of the inspiring Films is “Little Mom” movie produced in 2021. The film tells the story of a 16 years old girl who excels, is beautiful, and becomes the pride of her parents and friends. Since childhood, she dreamed of becoming an obstetrician and was already planning for her future. But, all of her dreams fell apart when she became pregnant with her boyfriend, Yuda. who went to Japan leaving her. This is the story of the twists and turns of Naura dealing with her pregnancy at a young age, how she keeps her pregnancy secret, love triangle with Keenan and Yuda, rivalry with Celine, journey to become a young mother and struggles to achieve her goals.

Moral value is a very important thing in our life and it becomes a basic need of every human in the world. The importance of moral value is to improve the quality of human life. By having good moral value people can develop their own abilities. Moral is deciding good or bad considered behavior. A morality is sacrifice from little goodness to big goodness (Hazlitt, 2003). Morality according to Bentham is art to maximize happiness; it can be seen by achieving the existence of happy and joyful life of all people (Hazlitt, 2003). The purpose of moral values education in school is to make improvement effective and development of moral judgment learners. In order to achieve this goal then moral value education should be implemented by developing concrete life atmosphere allows everyone to have attitude deep respect for each other. Activities of life values are various habits that are generally underlies a good and harmonious relationship between us and others around us. These are the habits that are difficult to be found in these times and will come. Squeezed by the attitude and the individualistic nature of modern man, hedonistic and materialistic; forget that humans are social creatures, virtuous and behave. Judiani dan Putri (2011:208-209) Moral values have a function, namely to serve human. First, it serves to remind humans to do good for themselves and others as part of society. Second, it draws attention to moral issues that humans have not responded to. Third, it can attract human attention to the symptoms of “Emotional Habituation”. Why are ethics and morals important? Because in the everyday world, business, school, community, and so on. It must be supported by an attitude in good speech and good behavior (deeds), because basically someone will see the way we talk and our behavior when talking to our interlocutor. M.Prawiro (2019).

As a future teacher, the writer should show much knowledge to build students attitude and build their characteristics. For example, by explaining the moral value of film, she can tell her future students that life is never going to be easy; they need the strong willing and guts to achieve their dreams, encounter the problem and try to solve it with critical thinking. Due to that condition, the writer analyzes the moral values in "Little Mom" movie, the writer obtains that this research can help the readers to solve their problem and emphasize the importance of moral value. So. For such purpose, the writer interested in conducting a research entitled "Discourse Analysis of Moral Values in Movie Little Mom by Descriptive Method".

2. RESEARCH METHOD
This research was applied descriptive qualitative research by using content analyzing research design and the data consist of dialogues. It aimed to analyze the moral value in Little Mom movie. The source of the data were taken from the script of Little Mom movie which by directed Rihejunianti on the IIflix and WeTV. To classify the data and determine the types of moral values using Linda and Richard Eyre’s theory. There are three types of values: individual moral value, social moral value and educational moral value. Furthermore, the technique for collecting data used documentary technique. The steps of data collecting as follows: downloaded the movie, watched and read the whole movie and transcript of movie, identifying the work sheet the cases of moral value and the types of moral value, and then select the dialog text from the movie for analysis. There were some steps to analyze qualitative research according to Miles and Huberman (2012) that are: data reduction, data display, and conclusion and verification.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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The outcomes of the system that has been developed are demonstrated and discussed once a sequence of procedures, starting with problem analysis and ending with the creation of the next system, have been completed.

Researcher analyzed the data in this research, based on the types of moral values contained in the “Little Mom” movie, based on the theory previously described. There are various types of moral values that are applied in human life. Then researcher only pays attention to dialogue in the script that contain moral values, so that the researcher found the moral values contained in the movie.

A. Individual Moral Value

1. Honesty

According to Yuda, Keenan and Naura. Honesty is the most important thing in life. Believe that with honesty will come good things in life. The theory is relevant to the following dialogue.

Data 1

Naura: Am I your girlfriend?
Yuda: You are my girlfriend (after announcing his relationship with school friends) Eps 1 scene minutes (0:27:58). Analysis what the data mean: The dialogue above shows the moral value “Honesty” when Yuda is bullied by other women, Yuda always respects Naura as his partner.

Data 2

Nura who is scared because Yuda's parents are going to Japan and Naura is afraid that Yuda will go with her parents. Naura: Soon your parents will go to Japan. Are you going with them? Yuda: Oh my gosh Naura, I won't Eps 2 scene minutes (0:12:33). Analysis what the data mean : Yuda who is convincing Naura with this talk. Yuda tries to be honest with Naura that he will not go with his parents to Japan, and will not leave her.

Data 3

Naura who is in her anger

Naura: What do you think? Your biggest fear?
Yuda: Yes, I can get kicked out of basketball and also I’m afraid of my parents, Naura. Eps 6 Scene Minutes (0:15:36). Analysis what the data mean : Trying to be honest with his partner Naura, even though it hurts his partner. Because honesty is more important in a relationship.

Data 4

Naura who is trying to be honest about her feelings for Keenan, so that Keenan doesn’t expect more

Naura: Keenan, sorry I don’t have any feelings for you. My feelings for you are just friend Eps 7 Scene minutes (0:09:51) Keenan: Just friend. I know that Keenan tries to stay fine.

Yuda tries to be honest with Naura that he will not go with his parents to Japan, and will not leave her. Analysis what the data mean : The dialogue above illustrates the value of “Honesty” in any case. And these values are the main ones in living life and in socializing. As bitter as it is, honesty will still be said because with honesty good things will come in life.

2. Bravery

According to Keenan and Naura, “Bravery” in taking any action while on the right path is a must that must be applied within oneself to protect oneself or others. Because with “Bravery” can defend anyone who is right, and to become a protector for yourself when under threat. Example of the moral value of bravery is as follows:

Data 5

Keenan really doesn’t accept seeing his friend being bullied with other students Keenan : You’re the master here? (protect his bullied friend) Eps 1 Scene minutes (0:21:08)

Friend: Fall silent

Analysis what the data mean: Everyone has the right to live in peace about their shortcomings, it doesn’t mean that when someone has flaws, then others treat them arbitrarily with bad things.
Data 6
Naura tries to maintain her pride when called lowly
Naura: Which is more flawed? A woman who is pregnant out of wedlock or a man who impregnates a woman out of wedlock and then leaves the woman? Eps 3 Scene minutes (0:47:17) Analysis what the data mean: The dialogue above describes the bravery in oneself when under threat, either verbally or physically. Men or women have the right to defend themselves when something is threatening them.

3. Peace Ability
According to Naura, Yuda, Kiki, and Papah Keenan, making “Peace Ability” is very important when doing wrong to someone, making peace will make the atmosphere better and there is no pent up grudge. Because being able to make peace with situations and people will make yourself much calmer.

Data 7
When Naura was caught pregnant by her mother, Naura apologized to her mother while crying
Naura: Naura, Sorry mah (found pregnant) Eps 2 Scene minutes (0:41:16)
Mamah Naura: Cry. Analysis what the data mean: Naura who is trying to be at peace with her mother and the situation when her parents found out she was pregnant.

Data 8
Hope the relationship ends Naura: We broke up
Yuda: Naura, I never said break up Eps 4 Scene minutes (0:16:16) Analysis what the data mean: Yuda assures Naura that their relationship doesn’t end.

Data 9
Kiki is realizing Celine to be at peace with herself and not selfish
Kiki: You really can’t go on like this, Celine. You can’t use emotions, ego, and impatience Eps 4 Scene minutes (0:30:47) Celine: Ya, how else, Ki. Analysis what the data mean: Kiki as Celine’s best friend tries to make Celine make peace with herself and control her emotions so as not to hurt others for the wounds she has.

Data 10
Keenan’s father who is trying to make peace with Keenan Papah Keenan: You’re not comfortable with papa’s new wife Keenan: Just need some time Papah Keenan: I’m sorry papa, I’ve always hurt you Eps 7 Scene minutes (0:37:11). Analysis what the data mean: The dialogue above describes the need to make peace with oneself, others and situations. The importance of controlling emotions when at the peak of anger and still respecting others.

4. Confidence
According to Widi, Celine, Naura and Yuda “Confidence” is when you believe in yourself for the opinions you have to convey to the other person to make the other person believe in what is said or done that really happened.

Data 11
In the inter-school basketball game
Kiki: Looks like we’ve won for sure, don’t we? Widi: Yes, for sure. There’s a crush on Celine like that. Who is already a professional athlete too! It’s really cool. Eps 1 Scene minutes (0:06:16). Analysis what the data mean: Believes in the abilities of his friends because he always wins when he attends competitions everywhere

Data 12
When Naura’s friend finds out she’s pregnant
Celine: Don’t pretend you don’t know. This is your tespack right? Admin it! Eps 2 Scene minutes (0:02:04)
Naura: No! Analysis what the data mean: Celine’s confidence in herself with what she found made her firm to defend her opinion
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Data 13
Naura's small accident happened at the party which put her pregnancy at risk. Naura: It seems that the drink I drank was normal, nothing strange. Eps 4. Scene minutes (0:21:08)
Dokter: Good thing you threw up. Analysis what the data mean: Believing in yourself is important but you still need other people for something that might threaten yourself even more when you are at a party. Because, many might do bad things to us.

Data 14
It’s on rock climbing
Yuda: If your example you're not strong, say yes. We go down now! Naura: No Yud, I have to finish Eps 5 Scene minutes (0:11:13). Analysis what the data mean: Naura's belief in herself and her own ability to be able to reach the finish line and to make others believe that she is not pregnant

Data 15
Being in a commotion about his love affair
Yuda: Because Naura and I can’t be separated Eps 5 Scene minutes (033:57). Analysis what the data mean: The dialogue above describing to believe in yourself is very important, especially when it is true that we are on the right path. Never be afraid to express your opinion and stay firm on anything.

5. Self-Discipline
According to Pak Guru “Discipline” is very important, especially since he is a teacher who is a role model for his students. So, he must firmly apply the rules to his students in order to obey the rules that are treated at school while being students of the school.

Data 16
When he finds his students in a commotion
Pak Guru: Do not let anyone here who is pregnant in this school! Especially you Naura. You help find out who owns this test pack Eps 2 Scene minutes (0:12:33)
Naura: Yes Pak, Okay pak. Analysis what the data mean: The dialogue above as a teacher, he must be disciplined and apply discipline to his school members to obey the rules at school. All residents in the school both inside and outside the school must maintain the good name of the school by not doing things that can tarnish the name of the school.

6. Purity and Pureness
According to Naura, Yuda, Ibu Naura “Purity” in marriage is something that must be applied in the life of all couples and marriage is based on love. People who love each other will get the purity that is in marriage

Data 17
Naura who is scared because she finds out that she is pregnant out of wedlock
Naura: All four testpacks were positive, Yuda. I’m pregnant Eps 1 Scene minutes (0:50:52)
Yuda: This is not possible
Naura: Impossible? I have tested five times with different brands and the results are all the same. Analysis what the data mean:
Naura never thought of getting pregnant out of wedlock, especially since she is 17 years old and still in school.

Data 18
The mother who knows Naura is pregnant
Ibu Naura: Our child is pregnant, Yah,(while crying) Eps 2 Scene minutes(0:42:01)
Ayah Naura: Naura (disappointed). Analysis what the data mean:
A mother who is disappointed in her child because she is pregnant out of wedlock, and disappointed in herself because she has failed to take care of her only child

Data 19
Getting married at a young age because of being pregnant is beyond Naura's prejudice
Naura: Yud, We both never thought about getting married. I just don't know what this marriage is! We both can't get married just because I'm pregnant your child Yud! Eps 5 Scene minutes (0:02:56). Analysis what the data mean:
Get married when you are mentally and physically ready. Not because there is pressure behind marriage like getting pregnant out of wedlock.

Data 20
Naura is disappointed with herself
Naura: Commitment only hurts. Love is bullshit! Eps 6 Scene minutes (0:40:03). Analysis what the data mean:
The dialogue above the importance of preparation before or after marriage, purity in marriage is important especially and age are much more important to avoid the existing divorce rate. Get married because you are ready not because there is pressure behind it because marriage is not a way to run away from problems, there will be many more great problems that will come after marriage.

7. Hard Work
According to Papah Celine and Keenan whatever it is done with “Hard Work”. When you want something, you have to work hard to get it with your own abilities.

Data 21
Believe everything is there because of hard work
Papah Celine: Papah let me know, luck doesn't exist. There is only hard work! Eps 1 Scene minutes (0:29:05). Analysis what the data mean: Everything happens because of the results for our hard work to get it, not because of the luck that is given in life, Papah Celine who is very realistic about life.

Data 22
For the sake of getting love Naura, Keenan always tries hard to do anything Keenan: If I win. I will confess my feelings to Naura Eps 5 Scene minutes (0:33:12)
Yuda : Believe in yourself, while Naura says she doesn't want to be with me. Analysis what the data mean: The dialogue above when you want to get something you have to work hard and believe in your own abilities, never give up until what you want to get is achieved.

B. Social Moral Value
1. Respect
According to Naura, Papah Naura, Mama Naura "Respect" is apologizing when wrong, giving help when others need help. And respecting each other as social human beings.

Data 23
Apologize when guilty
Naura: Aduhh... (crash Keenan) Sorry, Sorry Eps 1 Scene minutes (0:08:08). Analysis what the data means:
Naura shows an attitude of respect for others such as immediately apologizing when wrong to others.

Data 24
Papah Naura respects Naura’s feelings to stay in school but school at home because it is impossible for a school to accept pregnant students Papah Naura: How about going to school if you are pregnant? Is it true that in Indonesia there are schools that want to accept pregnant students Eps 3 Scene Minutes (0:02:27). Analysis what the data mean: In order to appreciate Naura's ideals to keep them coming true, Naura's father decided to send Naura to school at home.

Data 25
Mamah Naura respect Yuda as the biological father of the baby Naura is carrying
Mamah Naura: After all, Yuda must be responsible because there is indeed a child’s right there Eps 4 Scene minutes (0:41:42)
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Analysis what the data mean: The dialogue above set an example so that we respect others, respect the opinions of others and immediately help others when they need help.

2. Love and Affection
According to Yuda, Naura and Mamah Naura “Love and Affection” is something that living beings always need. Showing that we love something/someone is very important so that the people we care about know this. There are also various forms, such as small attention or giving gifts.

Data 26
Praise loved ones
Yuda: You’re so beautiful today. I miss you Eps 1 Scene minutes (010:12)
Naura: Me too. Analysis what the data mean: Praising and conveying longing to loved ones is important so that the people we care about know that we love them

Data 27
As a parent, showing love to your child is important
Mamah Naura: Honey, why aren’t you sleeping yet? Still studying Eps 4 Scene minutes (0:24:55). Analysis what the data mean: Paying attention to children’s activities and always asking how the child is important as a parent so that children feel loved and loved

Data 28
Yuda’s fear of Naura who might not love him anymore
Yuda: Do you still love me? Eps 6 Scene minutes (0:17:32)
Naura: Yes, I love you. Analysis what the data mean:
The dialogue above the importance of showing affection to the people in love, as living beings who depend on each other with love, people will live happier and more cheerful

3. Sensitive and Unselfishness
According to Keenan, Naura, and Mamah Naura “Unselfishness” is an attitude of respecting other people’s opinions even though they don’t like them, behaving according to circumstances and not being selfish about the rights of others

Data 29
Cover each other’s mistakes
Keenan: Wet your skirt, wear this. Come on! Naura: Thank you
Keenan: I wouldn’t say you climb from here Eps 1 Scene minutes (0:19:15)
Naura: I wouldn’t say you smoke either Eps 1 Scene minutes (0:19:34). Analysis what the data mean: Not being selfish when being helped by others is a good attitude to follow as long as it doesn’t harm each other

Data 30
Naura sensitivity as a woman
Naura: Do you remember? You once told me, if we don’t want to hurt, don’t ever put our hope in the person who dumped us. I don’t want to expect it anymore Eps 4 Scene minutes (0:03:07). Analysis what the data mean: Naura’s sensitive heart which is always hurt by her own hopes makes her almost give up with her life

Data 31
As a wise parent, Mamah Naura is not selfish about her child’s decisions Mamah Naura: Moreover, Yuda wants to be a basketball athlete. Imagine his fate if he was expelled from school Eps 4 Scene minutes (0:43:22). Analysis what the data mean:
The dialogue above respecting other people’s decisions is a very wise action, not concerned with one’s own ego but thinking about the fate of others in the future. As humans, it’s good to encourage each other and give advice and fair decisions.

4. Friendly
According to Naura and Keenan “Friendly” is a good attitude that not everyone else has, because a friendly attitude makes it easier to socialize.

Data 32
Help return other people’s belongings that are left behind
Keenan: This is your handphone mbak? Eps 1 Scene minutes (0:09:20)
Naura: Iya, why is it with you mas? Keenan: I met in a taxi. Analysis what the data mean: Keenan’s friendly attitude makes him not afraid to talk to others, and it’s easy to help others.

Data 33
Always asking about other people’s news
Keenan: Naura, Are you okey? Eps 3 Scene minutes (0:05:33)
Naura: Yes, I’m okey. Analysis what the data mean: Always greeting others gently and always asking how others are doing is a friendly attitude that humans must have as social beings.

Data 34
Be kind to each other
Keenan: Naura, I thought you were gone, I was looking for you Eps 4 scene minutes (0:02:03)
Analysis what the data mean: The dialogue above that friendly attitude is a good attitude to have, with this attitude it makes it easier for other people to get to know us and easier to approach themselves to us without feeling awkward or uncomfortable.

C. Educational Moral Value
1. Smart
According to Naura, Keenan, Papah Naura and Kiki “Smart” is a person’s ability to solve problems that occur in his life wisely and fairly and with an open mind

Data 35
School is the main thing
Naura: I want to continue school. I still want to be a doctor Eps 3 scene minutes (0:15:08). Analysis what the data mean: Naura who loves to learn and has high intelligence, her still wants to achieve her goals even with many obstacles

Data 36
Naura’s father is thinking about how Naura can still go to school
Papah Naura : The city moved to hide that pregnancy of yours Eps 3 Scene minutes (0:17:02) Naura : Move where? Papah Naura : Papua. Analysis what the data mean: Trying to think about how Naura can still go to school even though she is pregnant. Because, education is number one

Data 37
Keenan suspect Naura
Keenan: All this time you know Yuda school in here? Eps 4 Scene minutes (0:02:30)
Naura: Just found out, same like you guys. Analysis what the data mean:Since Naura is Yuda’s partner, Keenan thinks that Naura knows all about Yuda

Data 38
Kiki knows all about Celine’s personality. Kiki : Celine pretty sure I know all about you. Finally, I’ll tell her something else Eps 7 Scene minutes (0:06:25)
Naura : Ki, I’m sorry. Analysis what the data mean: The dialogue above think before you act so you don’t regret later, always use intelligence as the ability to solve problems with an open mind

2. Creative
According to Naura, Yuda and Keenan “Creative” is an extraordinary experience to produce something new in the form of a real work that has never existed, in a new form or in combination with available things. As a form of appreciation for someone important in life.
Data 39
Naura's creativity creates an object the person her loves
Naura: So that when you play basketball your sweat doesn’t drip into your eyes and your hair doesn't fall on your face Eps 1 Scene minutes (0:14:33)
Yuda: Thanks ya. Analysis what the data mean: With creativity, Naura provides items that can help Yuda to play basketball more easily without any other distractions.

Data 40
A farewell that is much appreciated Keenan: Want to love this?
Naura: What's this?
Keenan: Farewell gift Eps 3 Scene minutes (0:17:02). Analysis what the data mean: When Naura moved schools and the city of Keenan as a friend, Naura gave something to Naura would always remember her even though she didn’t see each other anymore.

Data 41
Unique things given by Keenan
Keenan: This is called a long range bracelet. So, every time you touch this bracelet, the person who wears this bracelet can feel it, no matter how far the distance is Eps 6 Scene minutes (0:10:54) Naura : Oh, iya. Thanks. Analysis what the data mean:
The dialogue above giving useful items or as memories for those closest to us is a very good act because it is a form of affection towards our care for those closest to us.

3. Gratitude
According to Doctor "Gratitude" is a form of thanking Allah for the good conditions that God has always given to the creatures he created

Data 42
After checking pregnancy
Docter: Now thankfully all is well. Your fetus is okay, healthy Eps 5 Scene minutes (0:17:12). Analysis what the data mean:
The dialogue above describes under any circumstances still be grateful to Allah for whatever life gives, but keep trying well in any case.

After analyzing 42 data using theory Linda and Richard Eyre get 3 types moral value that are individual moral value, social moral value and educational moral value. The individual moral value includes honesty, bravery, peace ability, confidence, self-discipline, pureness and hard work, while the social moral value consists of respect, love and affection, sensitive and unselfishness and friendly. And then, educational moral value is smart, creative and gratitude. The most dominant moral values in “Little Mom” movie is self-confidence. This means that this movie talks about self-confidence in yourself when you get a disaster that might almost make you give up and even commit suicide, believe and believe that every problem has a way out and be confident that every problem that exists to be faced not to be avoided. In this study, the researcher can find the moral values presented mainly in direct and indirect dialogue about dialogue. These values are shown directly and indirectly. Directly means shown through dialogue and indirectly indicated by the researcher interpreting the dialogue. On the other hand, the educational implications in this film can interpret for the reader or even society so that we know how make a good relationship between teacher and parents.

5. CONCLUSION
In this chapter, the researcher draws the conclusion about the moral values in the movie “Little Mom”. From this analysis, the researcher found that there are fourteen types moral values based on Linda and Richard Eyre theory in the movie “Little Mom”. The researcher hopes that by reading this research, the readers will understand the meaning of moral values, especially the moral values contained in the movie “Little Mom”. They are honesty, bravery, peace ability, confidence, self-discipline, pureness hard work, respect, love and affection, sensitive and unselfishness, friendly, smart, creative and gratitude. And self-
confidence is the most moral value of other types of moral values. This means that this movie talks about self-confidence in yourself when you get a disaster that might almost make you give up and even commit suicide, believe and believe that every problem has a way out and be confident that every problem that exists is to be faced not to be avoided.

The movie is a medium that has an important influence on providing information and information a tool to convey messages to people. Messages can be positive or negative depending on the audience because the movie is shown to the audience by visualization. Moral values are values that express the idea what life is like.
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